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ABSTRACT. In 1989 Ganster and Reilly [6] introduced and studied the notion of LC-
continuous functions via the concept of locally closed sets In this paper we consider a stronger form of

LC-continuity called contra-continuity We call a function f (X, 7.) (Y, r) contra-continuous if the

preimage of every open set is closed. A space (X, 7-) is called strongly S-closed if it has a finite dense

subset or equivalently if every cover of (X, 7-) by closed sets has a finite subcover. We prove that contra-

continuous images of strongly S-closed spaces are compact as well as that contra-continuous, /5-
continuous images of S-closed spaces are also compact. We show that every strongly S-closed space
satisfies FCC and hence is nearly compact.
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1. INTRODUCTION.

The field of the mathematical science which goes under the name of topology is concerned with all

questions directly or indirectly related to continuity. General Topologists have introduced and

investigated many different generalizations of continuous functions. One of the most significant of those

notions is LC-continuity. Ganster and Reilly [6] defined a function f: (X, 7-) (Y, or) to be LC-
continuous if the preimage of every open set is locally closed. A set A C (X, 7-) is called locally closed

[4] FG[25]) if it can be represented as the intersection of an open and a closed set. The importance

ofLC-continuity is that it happens to be the dual of near continuity precontinuity) to continuity, i.e. a

function f (X, "r) (Y, r) is continuous if and only if it is LC-continuous and nearly continuous [7].
Due to this theorem we can obtain interesting and useful variations of results in functional analysis, for

example theorems concerning open mappings and closed graph theorem 17,18,20,27,28]
In this paper we present a new generalization of continuity called contra-continuity. We define this

class of functions by the requirement that the inverse image of each open set in the codomain is closed in

the domain. This notion is a stronger form of LC-continuity This definition enables us to obtain the

following results (1) Contra-contlnuous images ofspaces having a dense finite subset are compact and

(2) Contra-continuous, /5-continuous images ofS-closed spaces are compact.

In 1976 Thompson [26] introduced the notion of S-closed spaces via Levine’s semi-open sets 12].
A space (X, 7.) is called S-closed if every semi-open cover has a finite subfamily the closures of whose

members cover X or equivalently if every regular closed cover has a finite subcover In what turns out
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the space property of having a finite dense subset is equivalent to the following property Every closed

cover has a finite subcover Hence this is a stronger form a S-closedness and we call spaces having this

property strongly S-closed Thus restating our result we have Contra-continuous images of strongly S-

closed spaces are compact Moreover we observe that contra-continuity is properly placed between

Levine’s strong continuity [11] and Ganster and Reilly’s LC-continuity [6] In fact it is even a weaker

form of Noiri’s perfect continuity 16] A decomposition of perfect continuity is presented by showing

that a function f" (X, 7-) (Y, ) is perfectly continuous if and only if it is contra-continuous and

(nearly) continuous An improvement of a result achieved by Singal and Mathur [22] is given by showing

that continuous, contra-continuous images of almost compact spaces quasi-H-closed QHC) are

compact.

The notion of continuity was generalized in 1958 by Ptak [20] He defined a function

f (X, r) (Y, or) to be nearly connnuous if the inverse image of every open set in Y is nearly open in

X. A subset A of a space is called nearly open [6] if A C Int -, where (as well as everywhere in this

paper) Int A and A denote the interior and the closure respectively ofA c (X, 7-). Nearly open sets are

well-known as preopen sets In 15], a topology 7- has been introduced by defining its open sets to be

the a-sets, that is the sets A c X with A c Int Int A A function f" (X, 7-) (Y, or)is called a-

continuous 15] if the inverse image of every open set in Y is an c-set in X. Sometimes a-sets are called

a-open.
In 1967 Levine introduced the notion of semi-open sets. A set A C (X, 7-) is called semi-open 12]

if A C Int A A functionf (X, 7-) (Y, o) is called semi-contmuous 12] if the inverse image of every

open set in Y is semi-open in X. Note that a function is a-continuous if and only if it is semi-continuous

and nearly continuous [21
Semi-preopen sets were defined by Adrijevi6 in 1986. A set A C (X, 7-) is called semi-preopen

ifA C Int A. Semi-preopen sets are sometimes called -open. A function f" (X, -) (Y, o) is called

fl-continuous if the inverse image of every open set in Y is semi-preopen in X. /3-continuity was recently
investigated by Popa and Noiri 19] Every semi-continuous and every nearly continuous function is

continuous but not vice versa.

In Section 2 we study contra-continuous functions, while Section 3 is devoted to strong S-
closedness. In Section 4 we show that every strongly S-closed space satisfies FCC semi-irreducible)
and hence is nearly compact.

2. CONTRA-CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS
DEFINITION 1. A function f" (X, 7-) (Y, o) is called contra-continuous if f-1 (U) is closed

in (X, 7-) for each open set U in (Y, a).
The following characterization of contra-continuity can be obtained by using the same technique of

the similar result involving continuity.

TIEOREM 2.1. For afunction f (X, 7-) - (Y, ) thefollowing conditions are equivalent:

(1) fis contra-continuous.

(2) For each z E X and each closed set V m Y wtth f (:v) V, there exists an open set U in X
such that z U and f(U) C V.

(3) The inverse image ofeach closed set in Y is open in X.
Since closed sets are locally closed, then we have

TIEOREM 2.2. Every contra-continuousfunction is LC-continuous.

EXAMPLE 2.3. An LC-continuous function need not be contra-continuous. The identity function

on the real line with the usual topology is an example of an LC-continuous function (even a continuous

function) which is not contra-continuous
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REMARK 2.4. In fact contra-continuity and continuity are independent notions. Examples 2.3

above shows that continuity does not imply contra-continuity while the reverse is shown in the following
example

EXAMPLE 2.5. A contra-continuous function need not be continuous Let X {a,b} be the

Sierpinski space by setting 7. {3, {a}, X} and a={3,{b},X} The identity functions

.f (X, 7-) (X, r) is contra-continuous but not continuous

In 1960 Levine [11] defined a function f" (X, 7.)-- (Y,a) to be strongly continuous if

f(A) c f(A) for every subset A ofX or equivalently if the inverse image of every set in Y is clopen in X
11, Corollary 2]. Thus we have

THEOREM 2.6. Every strongly continuousfunction is contra-contlnuous, l’q

In 1984 Noiri [16] introduced the notion of perfect continuity between topological spaces. By
definition a function f (X, 7-) (Y, or) is called perfectly continuous if the inverse of every open set in

Y is clopen in X. Hence.
THEOREM 2.7. Every perfectly continuousfunction is contra-continuous, l-I

Clearly the following diagram holds and none ofthe implications is reversible"

Contra-continuous

Strongly Perfectly
LC-continuousContinuous ) Continuous

Continuous

It is interesting to note that indiscrete and locally indiscrete spaces every open set is closed)
can be characterized via perfectly continuous functions. For example it is easily seen that a space (X, 7-)
is indiscrete if and only if every function f’(X, 7-)- (Y,r) is perfectly continuous and locally
indiscrete if and only if every semi-continuous function f" (X, 7.) (Y, r) is perfectly continuous or

equivalently if and only if the identity function f" (X, 7-) (X, 7.) is perfectly continuous. In [14]
locally indiscrete spaces are called partition spaces.

THEOREM 2.8. For a set A c (X, 7-) thefollowing conditions are equivalent:

(1) A is clopen.

(2) A is a-open and closed

(3) A is nearly open and closed

PROOF. (1) = (2) and (2) (3) are obvious.

(3) = (1) Since A is nearly open, then A C Int A. Since A is closed, then A C Int A IntA or

equivalently A is open and hence clopen.
As a consequence of the above decomposition of clopen sets we have the following decomposition

ofperfect continuity:
THEOREM 2.9. For afunctlon f (X, 7-) (Y, r) thefollowing conditions are equivalent:

(1) fis perfectly continuous.

(2) fis continuous and contra-continuous.

(3) fis a-continuous and contra-continuous.

(4) fis nearly continuous and contra-continuous.

In the case when contra-continuity is reduced to LC-continuity we have the following result proved
by Ganster and Reilly in [7] A function f’(X,7.) (Y,r) is continuous if and only if it is
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nearly-continuous and LC-continuous In fact in this decomposition LC-continuity can be replaced by
sub-LC-continuity [6].

A space (X, 7-) is almost compact quasi-H-closed QHC) if every open cover has a finite

proximate subcover subfamily the closures ofwhose members cover X)
THEOREM 2.10. The image of an almost compact space under contra-continuous, nearly

continuous mapping is compact.

PROOF. Let f (X, 7-) (Y, a) be contra-continuous and nearly continuous and let Xbe almost
compact. Let (V,)zei be an open cover of Y. Then (f-l(V,))ze is a closed, nearly open cover ofX due

to our assumptions on f By Theorem 2.8 (f-(V,)),s is a clopen cover of X. Since X is almost

compact, then for some finite J C I we have X to ,:f-l(V,) to ,af-(V,). Sincefis onto, then
Y tO ,es V, or equivalently Y is compact. I-I

COROLLARY 2.11. [22, Theorem 3 4] The image ofan almost compact ( AC) space under a

strongly continuous mappng is compact.

PROOF. Every strongly continuous function is both continuous and contra-continuous (see the
diagram below Theorem 2 7). l-!

EXAMPLE 2.12. The composition of two contra-continuous functions need not be contra-

continuous. Let X {a,b} be the Sierpinski space and set 7- {, {a},X} and r {, {b},X}. The

identity functions f’(X, 7-) -- (X, ) and f’(X,) - (X, 7-) are both contra-continuous but their

composition 9 o f. (X, 7-) (X, 7-) is not contra-continuous.

However the following theorem holds. The proof is easy and hence omitted.

THEOREM 2.13. Let f (X, 7-) --, (Y, r) and 9" (Y, r) --. (Z, u) be twofunctions. Then:

(i) 9 o f is contra-continuous, ifg is continuous andfis contra-continuous.

(ii) 9 o f is contra-continuous, ifg is contra-continuous andfis continuous.

(iii) 9 o f is contra-continuous, iffandg are continuous and Y is locally indiscrete. 1"i

3. COVERING SPACES WITH CLOSED SETS
In this section we will give a characterization of spaces, where covers by closed subsets admit finite

subcovers.

DEFINITION 2. A space is called strongly S-closed if every closed cover ofXhas a subcover.
REMARK 3.1. Note that the notion of strong S-closedness is independent from compactness.

The real line with the cofinite topology is a compact space, which is not strongly S-closed, while again
the real line but this time with a topology in which non-void open sets are the ones containing the origin
(in such cases the origin is called a generic point 14]) is an example of a non-compact, strongly S-closed
space. Thus a T. strongly S-closed space need not be finite. A space is T. if singletons are open or

closed. However a Tl-space is strongly S-closed if and only if it is finite.

THEOREM 3.2 Every strongly S-closed space X is S-closed.

PROOF. It is shown in [8, Theorem 3.2] that X is S-closed if and only if every regular closed
cover ofXhas a finite subcover. Since every regular closed set is closed the theorem is clear. I-!

Note that the reverse in the theorem above is not always true. The real line (in fact any infinite set)
with the cofinite topology is an example of an S-closed space, which is not strongly S-closed, since the
trivial subsets are the only regular closed sets.

THEOREM 3.3. For a space Xthefollowing are equivalent:

(1) Xis strongly S-closed

(2) Xhas afinite dense subset.

PROOF. (1) = (2) Since { {x} a: E X} is a closed cover ofX, then for some finite set S C X
we have X LI xs{z} S. Thus S is finite and dense in X.
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(2) = (1) By (2) for some finite set S {xl, ...,xT} c X we have S X If (A,), is a closed
cover of X, then for each index k n there exists an index z(k) E I such that xk E A,k Thus

{Xk} C Az(k) and hence X (_J .=l(Xk C U __IA,,.! Thus (A,(1),...,A,(,r)) is a finite subcover

of (A,), and so X is strongly S-closed

COROLLARY 3.4. If X is strongly S-closed, tken tke set i(X) of all isolated points of X Is

fimte
The following result can be easily verified Its proof is straightfoward
THEOREM 3.5 Strong S-closedness ts open keredttary. [2]

Recall that a space (X, 7-) is called d-compact [10] if every cover ofXby dense subsets has a finite

subcover

THEOREM 3.6. Every d-compact, strongly S-closed space X tsfimte
PROOF. By Theorem 3 3 X has a finite dense subset S Since {S U {x) x E X \ S} is a dense

cover ofX, then by assumption X \ S is finite Thus X is finite being the union oftwo finite sets

Next we give a condition under which S-closedness implies strong S-closedness. Recall that a set

A c X is called a semi-generahzed closed set sg-closed set) [2] if sC 1A c O whenever A C O and

O is semi-open Here sC1A is the semi-closure of A, i.e the intersection of all semi-closed sets

containing A A set is seml-closed if its complement is semi-open Note that the following implications
hold and none of them is reversible.

A is closed = A is semi-closed = A is sg-closed

A complement of an sg-closed set is called sg-open. It is not difficult to see that a set is regular
closed if and only if it is both closed and sg-open Thus the following result holds.

THEOREM 3.7. Ifevery closed subset ofa space X is sg-open, then X is S-closed ifand only tfit

is strongly S-closed. [-1

THEOREM 3.8. Contra-continuous images ofstrongly S-closed spaces are compact.
PROOF. Let f (X, 7-) (Y, or) be strongly continuous and onto. Assume that X is strongly

S-closed. Let (V,)ei be an open cover of Y Then (f-(V)),e is a closed cover ofX, sincefis contra-

continuous. Thus for some finite J C I we have X LI,jf-I(v). Sincefis onto, then Y
or equivalently Y is compact. !-i

REMARK 3.9 In the theorem above, contra-continuity cannot be reduced to LC-continuity, since

there are strongly S-closed spaces which are not compact and since the identity function is always LC-
continuous.

TttEOREM 3.10. Contra-continuous, /%conttnuous tmages ofS-closed spaces are compact.

PROOF. Assume that f (X, 7-) (Y, r) is contra-continuous and/3-continuous as well as that

Xis S-closed. Let (V,),I be an open cover of Y. Then (f-l(v)),6i is a cover ofXsuch that for every

EI, f-l(v) is closed and /3-open due to assumption Thus for each I we have

Int f-l(v) c f-l(v) c Int f-a(V,) or equivalently each f-(V,) is regular closed inX. Thus sinceXis

S-closed for some finite J c I we have X LI 6jf-l(v) Then clearly, sincefis onto, Y

i.e. Y is compact. I-I

In the notion of the above given proof and since regular closed sets are semi-open, then the

following result is obvious.

THEOREM 3.11. Every contra-contmuous, /-contmuousfunctton ts semt-continuous.

In 1968 Singal and Singal [23] introduced the notion of almost-continuity By definition a function

f (X, 7-) (Y, or) is called almost-continuous [23] if for each :r X and for each neighborhood V of

f(z), there is a neighborhood Uofx such that f(U) c Int V In 1974 Long and Herrington [13] proved
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that f (X, 7-) (Y, or) is almost-continuous if and only if the inverse image ofevery regular open set in

Y is open in X. Using the same technique like in Theorem 3.8 and Theorem 3.10 one can prove easily the

following result:

THEOREM 3.12. Almost-continuous images ofstrongly S-closed spaces are S-closed. !"1

Finally we note that in 1980 Hong [9] introduced another stronger form of S-closedness called RS-

compactness. He defined a space (X, r) to be RS-compact [9] if every cover ofXby regular semi-open

sets has a finite subfamily such that the interiors of its members cover X. A set A is called regular semi-

open [5] if for some regular open set U we have U c A c U. Since regular open sets are clearly regular
semi-open, then we have the following implication:

RS-compact

Strongly S-closed

S-closed

REMARK 3.13. RS-compactness and strong S-closedness are totally independent notions. An
infinite space with the cofinite topology is an example of an RS-compact space which is not strongly S-
closed, since the space has no non-trivial regular semi-open sets. For the reverse let X be the set of all

positive integers with the following topology: r {, {1}, {2}, {1, 2}, X}. Note that

{1} U {{2,n} :n 3,4,5,...} is a regular semi-open cover of X which does not have even a finite

subcover. But Xis clearly strongly S-closed, since { 1, 2} is a finite dense subset ofX.
4. STRONG S-CLOSEDNESS VERSUS FCC

A space (X, ’) is an FCC-space [25] semMrreducible space [14]) if every disjoint family of

non-void open subsets ofX is finite or equivalently ifXhas only a finite amount ofregular open sets. Xis

irreducible if every two non-void open subsets ofXintersect.

A space (X, 7-) is nearly compact [22] if every open cover ofXhas a finite subfamily such that the

interiors of its closures cover X or equivalently if every cover ofX by regular open sets X has a finite

subeover.
In this section we will show that the following diagram holds and none of its implications is

reversible:

Strongly S-closed

Irreducible

S-closed

Fee QHC

Nearly compact

LEMMA 4.1. For a subspace Sofa space (X, 7) thefollowing conditions are equivalent:

(1) SisFCC.

(2) SisFCC.

PROOF. (1) (2) Let (V)i be a disjoint family of non-void open subsets of S. Then

Vi - fl Ui, where each Ui is open inX. Since f3 Ui , then also S f Ui fJ. Then (S fq Ui)i6I is

a disjoint family ofnon-void open subsets ofS and by (1) I is finite. Hence S is FCC.
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(2) = (1) Let (S N U,)ez be a disjoint family of non-void open subsets of S. Then (S N U,),et is

a disjoint family of non-void open subsets of S and by (2) I is finite. Thus S is FCC.
COROLLARY 4.2. Ifa space Xhas a dense FCC-subspace, then X is FCC. !"!

TItEOREM 4.3. Every strongly S-closed space (X, 7-) ts FCC.
PROOF. By Theorem 3 3 X has a finite dense subspace A Since A is finite, then A is FCC By

Corollary 4.2 X is FCC. I-!

TItEOREM 4.4. Every irreducible space (X, 7-) is FCC.
PROOF. By Theorem 14 in 14] X is irreducible if and only if the only regular open subsets ofX

are the trivial ones.

Straight from the definitions we have:

TItEOREM 4.5. Ifa space (X, 7-) is FCC, then X is both S-closed and nearly compact
Finally we point out that an example of an FCC-space which is not strongly S-closed is an infinite

cofinite space. Thus even an irreducible space need not be strongly S-closed. On the other hand a

strongly S-closed space need not be irreducible: a finite discrete space with at least two points is an easy

example
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